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T]Che W~eather

Oldest and Largest
Newspaper

Today: Clouding up, 42'F (6'C)
Tonight: Dawn clearing, 32'F (O'C)
Tomorrow: Late snow/rain, 42'F (60C)
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This trailer at 240 Alb~any' St. currently houses the Cambridge
and Somerville Program for Alcohol Rehabilitation shelter.

B~y Charur Chaudhry~
STAFFREPORTER

Following a recent decision by
the faculty to allow students to
minor in any academic department,
all five science departments have
created minor programs for undergraduates. Engineering minors will
probably follow next fall. Students
and faculty have expressed support
for the proposed science minor program.
To enter a minor program, students can submit a petition any time
before Add Date in the fall tcn-n of
their senior year, according to
Biology Prof~essor Gene M. Brown,
chair of the committee that
reviewed science minors. As a special exception this year, seniors can
still request a minor if they satisfy
the requirements.
The proposed science minors
require 60 to 72 units beyond the
General Institute Requirements.
"We got a committee together to
make suare the minor programs were
approximtately similar in scope and

Three months after MIT announced a proposal to move the
Cambridge and Somerville Program for Alcohol 1Rehabilitationa shel-ter off MIT land to a permanent site in Central Square, negotiators
await a final vote on the proposal, which is expected later this month.
The CASPAR shelter, which at present is little more than a trailer,
moved to its present location at 240 Albany St. in 1979 and has occupied the property rent-free since then. However, CASPAR is anxious
to move to another, permanent site., officials say.
·
i By Sarah Y. Keightley
Under the current proposal, supported by MIT, CASPAR, and
NEWS ED170RR
Cambridge offcials, MIT would purchase and renovate the property
Ine a series of similar incidents,
at 380 Green St. in Central Square at an expected cost of $2 million.
three people have been pickpocketMIT would then deed the land and building to Cambridge, and the
ed on carnpus since Nov. 23. Two
city would enter into a long-term lease with CASPAR.
incidents occurred at the main
echage or the property, Cambridge would transfer ownerIn
etac
f7 bascuet
v.
ship of tbree sidewalks on the MIT campus to the Institute, along
and the other occurred in the
with -aportion of the sidewalks on a fourth street. These sidewalks
Student Center.
include Carletont and Hayward Streets, Amherst Street west of
Campus Police Chief Anne P.
Mo~assaclhusetts Avenue, and V~assar Street between Massachusetts
Glavin did not release the names of
Avenue and Audrey Street. MIT has relinquished all development
Athe victims, but she said she
rights to this Jland.
believes they were students rather
Residents of Green Street and the surrounding area object to the
than staff or faculty.
proposal, saying that moving the shelter woalld bring a dangerous,
The suspects were "targeting
people carrying backpacks and
CASPAR, Page 9
pocketbooks - anyone carrying
something that might be of valuel"

Ofe
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number of subjects. There was
remarkable agreement about the
scope and intellectual content" of
the programs, Brown said.
For example, the proposed minor
in biology requires a total of 60 or
63 units including Organic
Chemistry 1 (5.12), Genetics (7.03),
General Biochemistry (7.05), and
two additional subjects from a given
list. The proposed mathematics
minor entails six 12-unit subjects of
diverse content, including at least
four advanced subjects.
The School of Engineering may
also offer minors as early as next
fall. "It's expected that the minor
programs construction will be done
at the department level. There is
great interest in all eight departments to come up with minor programs," said Associate Dean of
Engineering John BS. Vander Sande,
who is also chair of the School of
Engineering Education Committee.
Each department will have a faculty aalisor to answer questions
about its minor program.

Thre P-'a
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Hunger Group
By Sarah~Y. Kelghtle
NEWSEDITOR

In stark contrast to the feasts
many recently enjoyed at
Thanksgiving, MIT's Hlunger
Action Group sponsored Hunger
Awareness Week from Nov. 16 to
Nov. 20 to illustrate the world0's
unbalanced food distribution and to
raise money for children's development projects'

Activit
Prsf le
"Chilldren of the World" was the
theme of this year's Hunger
Awareness Week, said Mehran
Islam '94, co-president of Hunger
Action Group. The main events
were the hunger banquet on Nov. 17
and Oxfam America's annual fast
on Nov. 19.
Hunger Action Group is a supporter of Oxfam America.
According to Geetha G. Krishnan
'93, co-presidlent of the club, Oxfam
is a national organization which
raises money for grass roots development projects in developing coun-

Sponsors
tries. The day of fasting is a national
event sponsored by Oxfamn, while
the Hunger Awareness Week is a
Hunger Action Group event.
MWosft ate only rice at banquet
Sixty percent ~of the people at the
banquet lunch were served only
rice, 35 percent were served rice
and beans, and 5 percent were
served a gourmet mcal, following
the pattern of the world's foodl distribution, ]slam said.
Community Fellows Director
Melvin H. King, also an adjunct
professor in the Department of
Urban Studies and Planning, spoke
at the luncheon.
King, who was served rice, has
spoken at the event for the past four
or five years. This was a "good
learning experience, especially
when you see what others have
access to," he said.
He noted that while hunger is
more of a global issue, it is still
appropriate on a local level.
"Students shouldQ think about this as
an issue in their lives," he said.
King said he challenged those in
attendance to come up with solutions to the hunger problem. He
asked students to use their creativity

Banquet~~~~~~I 11
to somehow give those who are
hungry and homeless an opportunity
to change their conditions.
King's speech emphasized the
importance of making the MIT
community more aware, Islam said.
According to Islam, King said that
students at MIT are creative when
creating hacks, but "where's the creativity when it comes to hunger and
homelessness? The creativity is
there, but is not being utilizedf."
Krishnan said that about 12 or 13
people attended the banquet.
Bina M. Patel '94 attended the
banquet and was served rice and
beans. She said she expected a better turnout. But she added that it
was probably a stressful time for
people, and thought the event could
have received more publicity.

Two undergraduate students,
Christie L. Halle '94 and Barbara C.
Manganis '95, initiated the push for
science minors last year. They were
also on the committee that reviewed
the science minors proposal. "I
thought [MaIT] should have science
minors. We were surprised thaat the
entire university decided to do it,"
Halle said.
At the faculty meeting two
weeks ago, the faculty had voted
unanimously to institute science
minors.

M~inors, Page 9
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she said., This~~inctuded wallets and
checkbooks.
A Campus Police crime bulletin'
described the pickpockteting method
used by the suspects. As the victim
walked through a doorway, the suspect walking in front of tile victirr
suddenly stopped and reversed
direction, thereby bumping into the
victim. Behind the victim, the seeond suspect then snatched his or her
backpack or pocketbook.
According to the bulletin, "in all
cases the victims have described thee
sus~pects as follows: black males, 5
feet 9 inches to 5 feet IO inches tall,
both approximately 25 years old.
One was wearing a three-quarter
length light green coat and brown
stocking cap. The second suspect
was wearing a brown leather
bomaber'jacket, blue jeans, and·
sneakers."
Plainclothes Campus Police offi-

cers have: been p~atrolling the area
this week and last week in an effort
to ca~tch the thieves. Using plainclothes officers is not an unusual
measure, Glavin said.
"Thmis is one of the easiest crimes
to prevent," she said., Students
should be careful with what they
carry, avoid keeping wallets and
checkbooks in accessible parts of
backpacks and pocketbooks, and not
leave their backpacks and pocketbooks unzipped, she addcd.
Glavin noted that pickpocketing
is not unusual, but that Campus
Police sent out the crime bulletins
because these crimes incidents represent "a recent rash" of the crime.
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Student reaction
In general, students are not
aware of the pickpocketing inciPilckpockets,, Page 10
L
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By Michael A. Saginaw
srAF~jRrREoimEER
From Building E51 to the Infinite Corridor, MIT has begun
installing new energy efficient fluorescent lights as part of the
Environmental Protection Agency's Green Lights Program.
Ultimately, 90 percent of the Institute's lights will be upgraded.
The goal of the Green Lights Program "'is to reduce pollution by
reducing the amount of electric generation by putting in more efficient fighting," said Physical Plant Engineering Projects Manager
George H. Kilmarx.
The new lights save energy because they use electronic valves
which open and close 2400 times a second. By contrast, the older
lights use magnetic valves which open and close only 60 times a second.
"B~ecause they are operating at a!very high frequencly, the new
lights excite the phosphorous inside the lamp more completely, and
therefore you get more output for the same energy you put in,"
Kilmriarx said.'`
MIT wili use 25 to 30 percent less electricity topower the new
lights. Because of this savings, the lights will pay for themselves in
about five years.

Annual fastinag fund-raiser
Oxfarn America's 19th annual
fast took place on Nov. 19. People
sacrificed one meal and donated the
money that they would have spent
on food, Islam said. This year
Hunger Action Group raised $400
during the week. The money is

Lights, Page IO0
Hunger, Page IO
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Packwood Enters Alcohol
Diagnostic, lfteatment Facility

Propose

U.N.)s Boutsoc-Ghali
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THE WASHING70N POST
WASHINGTON

Sen. Bob Packwood (R-Ore.), under fire for allegedly making
unwanted advances to female staffers and lobbyists, checked into a
alcoholism diagnostic and treatment program over the weekend and
hired a lawyer to represent him before the Senate ethics committee.
An aide to Senate Majority Leader George J. Mitchell (D-Maine)
said Monday that the ethics committee likely would begin a preliminary, staff-level investigation this month, and leave the final disposition of the case to a newly reconstituted committee that will take over
in January when the 103rd Congress convenes.
"It's Senator Mitchell's hope and expectation that a review would
begin promptly with the current makeup of the committee," the aide
said. "As far as when that could be completed, there's no way of
knowing."
Mitchell and Senate Minority Leader Robert J. Dole (R-Kan.) said
Sunday that they would welcome an immediate ethics investigation
of Packwood.
Women's groups and Oregon Democrats have mobilized to pressure the Senate to investigate the incidents and to try to force Packwood - who has been considered a champion of women's rights from office. The coalition is planning a recall drive and has set up a
telephone 'hotline" for women who were harassed or victimized by
Packwood.
"We appreciate the fact that Packwood may be trying to deal with
his problem, whatever that problem may be, but we don't see this as
an alcohol problem. We see it as an abuse of power," said Betty
Roberts, a fion-ner Oregon Supreme Court justice who is heading the
coalition. "in many instances, there was no alcohol involved.,,
Packwood, 60, who narrowly won election to a fifth term Nov. 3,
said Friday he would request and cooperate in an ethics committee
investigation of the women's accounts of his actions.
Packwood also said he would seek counseling for what he
described as his "problems" with alcohol, suggesting that a drinking
problem may have affected his judgmentiand conduct.
The Washington Post reported Nov. 22 that since Packwood's earliest days on Capitol Hill, he has made uninvited sexual advances to
women who worked for him or with him, including 10 women who
gave specific accounts.
Josie Martin, Packwood's press secretary, said Monday that the
senator "voluntarily" entered a treatment facility on1 Sunday and that
he would undergo tests and evaluation for a week before deciding
whether to seek longer-term treatment.
Packwood's office, citing his right to privacy, declined to identify
the facility other than to say that it is located somewhere outside the
Washington ame.

Federal Government Movses
lbward Resum·King. Executions
LOS ANGELES adz
WASHINGTON

The federal government, which has not put a prisoner to death
since 1963, took the first Step Monday toward resuming the practice
by specifying the circumstances under which executions would occur
and choosing lethal injection as the method.
A Department of Justice rule outlining the procedures to be followed in future federal executions was published in the Federal Rcgister by Attorney General William P. Barr. It is scheduled to take
effect after a 30-day public comment period.
The rule-making comes as the federal government prepares to
begin carrying out death sentences following a 29-year hiatus. The
U.S. Supreme Court struck down existing capital punishment laws
two decades ago, and Congress was slow to revise federal law to conform to the standards articulated by the court.
One federal prisoner currently awaits execution for violation of a
1988 drug law, and the government is seeking the death penalty for
nine others under the same statute. Citing the growing number of
cases under the law, the Department of Justice said that "the need for
the rule has become imperative."
Opponents of the death penalty denounced Barr's action as prcmature and politically motivated. They argued that the Bush administration should leave to the next Congress the selection of what
method to use for executing prisoners.
Barr's chief spokesman, Paul McNulty, rejected the criticism, saying that the proposed rule is "a regulatory follow-up that will effectuate their (Congress') decision" to restore the federal death penalty.
Responding to suggestions that the timing of the rule-makcing might
represent a parting shot by outgoing Bush administration officials,
McNulty added: "I don't know what they expect the incoming (Clinton) administration to do differently."

Cloud and Sun
By Michael Morgan
STAFFMETEOROM)GST

The weather for the first few days of December will slowly take
on a more winter-like feel as temperatures gradually fall. A series of
disturbances every day or two will threaten the area with rain or snow
-but amounts should be light.
Today: Clouding up with a flurry or sprinkle possible after dark.
High 42°F (6°C).
Tonight: Clouds diminishing toward dawn. Low 32°F (OOC).
Wednesday: Increasing clouds with light snow or rain arriving
from the west late. High 42°F (6°C). Low 28°F (-2°C).
Thursday: Partly sunny and chilly, with highs near 40'F (4°C).
Low 25°F (-QOC).
I
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By John M. ;oshko
THE WASHINGTON POST
UNITED NATIONS

An international military operation, probably led by the United
States, must intervene forcibly in
Somalia to disarm its warring factions if that East African country is
to be saved from further massive
starvation and bloodshed, U.N. Secretary General Boutros BoutrosGhali told the Security Council
Monday.
If Boutros-Ghaii's proposal is
accepted, it would be the first
instance of the United Nations
becoming involved in a country's
internal affairs without the agreement of local authorities and with a
mandate including the possible use
of offensive military force, instead
of implementing passive peacekeeping measures such as monitoring cease-fires or elections.
In a letter to the council, Boutros-Ghali said he would prefer such
an operation to be under the direct
command and control of the United
Nations. But he noted that such an
arrangement is unacceptable to
many members - notably the United States, which has offered to provide up to 20,000 troops and other
support for the operation - and he
tacitly acknowledged that the United States would dominate and lead
any force sent to Somalia.
Boutros-Ghali said that traditional U.N. peace-keeping efforts have
failed to halt the famine and anarchy
devastating Somalia. He analyzed
five possible courses of action that
the world body might take and concluded that only "a country-wide
show of force" by outside troops

can guarantee deliveries of food and
humanitarian aid in the face of
attacks by warring militias.
The secretary general's precedent-setting proposal drew a cautious reaction from the 15 countries
on the Security Council and other
U.N. members. Diplomats from various delegations said they would
require instructions from their governments about what position to
take on the proposal, and they said
the council would not begin discussing Boutros-Ghali's recommendations until Tuesday at the earliest.
It was unclear Monday what
other countries might be willing to
donate forces to such an operation.
Also unclear was whether African
countries, and their Third World
allies, would support the idea of
intervention for humanitarian reasons, oppose it for imposing a new
formn of colonialism "on one of their
number or insist that any forces that
go into Somalia be controlled
directly by the United Nations.
With his proposals, BoutrosGhali, who as an Egyptian deputy
prime minister campaigned for the
secretary general's post as a representative of Africa, essentially associated himself with the U.S. view
that active military measures,
including force, are necessary to'
stop feuding warlords from thwarting U.N. attempts to deliver food
and medicine to the more than 2
million Somalis the world body says
need help.
Jin a visit here last week on
behalf of President Bush, acting
Secretary of State Lawrence S.
Eagleburger offered to provide up to
a division of U.S. combat troops and

support elements if the U.N.
approves an operation to safeguard
deliveries of the aid. But while
Eagleburger said the United States
would act only under the authority
of a U.N. mandate, he also stipulated that any American troops sent to
Somalia would have to remain
under U.S. command, as was the
case in the Desert Storm operation
during last year's Persian Gulf War.
The U.S. proposal prompted
some U.N. members to call on the
world body to establish interim control over Somalia and organize elections there. On Sunday, a senior
Bush administration official, who
spoke with reporters accompanying
the president in Kennebunkport,
Maine, said it might be necessary to
follow the military operation with
such a U.N. effort to end the anarchy that has engulfed Somalia since
the.- overthrow of its dictator,
Mohamed Siad Barre, last year.
White House press spokesman
Marlin Fitzwater emphasized Monday that any U.S. role would be limited to the immediate problem of
safeguarding food and medicine distribution and would not include any
effort to establish a government.
In his letter to the Security
Council, Boutros-Ghali also delineated the difference between the
two problems. He said there was an

urgent need

Ofo

intervention by a

force under the command -either of

the United Nations Or individual
members, but added: "In either case,
the .objectives of the -operation
should be precisely defined and limited in time, in order to prepare the
way for a return to peace-keeping
and post-conflict peace building."

White House Movin Forward

Wit Plans to Send U.S. Il~oops
By Don Oberclorfer
and Barton Gellman
TON POST
THIE WASHIING
WASIIINGTON

The White House is moving
ahead with plans to senddU.S. combat troops to Somaliaa with the
objective of doing their job under a
U.N. mandate and conning home
before Jan. 20. But thee Pentagon
doubts the operation coan be completed by then.
Reacting to the reccommcndations presented Monda iy by U.N.
Secretary General Boutr(ros Boutrosofficials
Washington
Ghali,
expressed the belief thatt, after several days of debate, thhe Security
Council would accept th(e U.S. offer
of a substantial military fforce.
Thc aim of the force, spokesmen
for the White House and State
Department reiterated I Monday,
would be only humanit tarian - to
break the hold of clan lfighters and
armed hoodlums on rel ief supplies
for starving Somalis.
An official familia ir with the
deliberations which preceded
Bush's Nov. 25 decisi ion to offer
U.S. ground troops for r U.N. duty
said there had been no explicit
agreement within the adiministration
about how long Ameriican troops
would be present in Sonmalia. However, a White House offlicial said the
president's objective is tto terminate
the U.S. presence on the ground
before Bush leaves office eJan. 20. .
If this could be acco mplished, it
would simplify the transsition to the
Clinton administration, since Bush
would not be handing ovicr a partially completed Americaan military
operation in Africa. Until now,
President-clect Bill Clintton has been
informed but not consiulted about
the U.S. proposal to iuse . ground

troops.
Pentagon officials, skeptical that
such an enormous undertaking
could be completed in as little as six
weeks, said Monday the Jan. 20
objective should be taken "with a
grain of salt.'
"It may be the goal right now to
turn it over to the U.N. by Jan. 20,"
said one senior defense official.
"(But) I don't think anybody is saying we will be out of there by then."
Military planners, anxious to
avoid unrealistic expectations,
recalled that in the early days of the
buildup to the Persian Gulf War,
White House Chief of Staff John
Sununu '61 leaked word that only
50,000 troops would be required,
when internal Pentagon estimates
already called for more than
200,000. About 540,000 U.S. troops
eventually fought in the Gulf War.
For Operation Provide Comfort,
the postwar operation to feed and
protect Iraqi Kurds, "we were going
to be out by April" of 1991, one
official said. That operation is still
underway.
While informal discussions
about how to proceed are expected
to take place among U.N. diplomats
in New York, U.S. officials in
Washington will be drafting a Sccurity Council resolution that would
give U.S. ground troops, as part of a
multinational force, a mandate to
provide security for deliveries of
food and medicine. An official said
the United States envisions a resolution authorizing use of 'all necessary means" to protect the relief
operations.
Gen. Colin L. Powell, chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, was
expected to issue Monday night the
operation's first formal planning
order to Marine Gcn. -JospphP.

chief of U.S. Central Com-

Hoar,

mand, and supporting commanders
around the world.
According to officers familiar
with preliminary Pentagon planning
for the operation, the expectation
was that U.S. troops would be on
the ground in Somalia for three to
six months. Planners said the most
likely scenario remains a Marine
amphibious landing to secure
Mogadishu's airfield and port, followed by the establishment of three
or four major regional feeding and
security centers.
Administration spokesmen went
out of their way Monday to say that
the United States has no plans or
proposals to establish an international trusteeship or protectorate in
Somalia. The weekend remarks of a
senior administration official, who
in a discussion with reporters suggested that the United Nations may
be compelled to install an interim
government and organize elections,
were described by White House
officials Monday as merely theoretical ideas based on logical assumptions, not an expression of U.S. policy.

Administration sources conceded
that, ultimately, some means for
restoring civil order in Somalia will
be necessary to redress conditions
underlying the "man-made famine,"
as experts call it. However, discussions now about organizing a new
governing system in Somalia are
deemed politically unhelpful and
unnecessarily provocative.
The question of what role the
United Nations or other outside
powers might play in the future governing of Somalia is "incredibly
touchy for Africans," an administra;*
tion official said.
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Confirms Cancerous Growth

mongas
By Chrlstopher B. Daly
THE WASHINGTON POST

BOSTON

Paul E. Tsongas, the former
Democratic Massachusetts senator
who was the first known cancer survivor to campaign for the presidency, confirmed Monday that he has a
cancerous growth in his abdomen
requiring further radiation and
chemotherapy.
Tsongas, 51, had described himself as "cured" from a bout with
lymphoma first diagnosed in 1983,
but his health remained a nagging
issue in the campaign. Tsongas said
President-elect Clinton should create a commission that would establish guidelines for presidential canmedical
didates to release
information. Tsongas said he now
believes there is no alternative to
full disclosure of actual medical
records, and said he would release
his entire medical history as an
example.
The cancerous growth in his
abdomen, which he described as a
"large-cell lymphoma," has not
spread to other parts of his body,
Tsongas said. His doctors at the
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute-here
believe that the cancerous mass can
be treated.
The growth was discovered in
August as part of Tsongas' regular

follow-up health care. Further tests
indicated the need for a biopsy,
which was performed Nov. 19.
At a press conference in the
offices of his Boston law firm
attended by his wife, Niki, and several aides, Tsongas confirmed recent
press reports that the biopsied material was cancerous. He plans to
begin chemotherapy this week.
"I intend to swim in the Nationals this year. There is no reason why
not," Tsongas said, referring to the
national swim tournament he has
competed in before. "This is my
tenth year of having this adversary.
So I'm very comfortable with it."
In September 1983, while serving as a freshman senator, Tsongas
was diagnosed with Iymphoma, a
form of cancer that affects the
lymph system. Citing his desire to
be with his family, the young
Democrat chose not to seek re-election to.a second term in 1984.
Instead, he returned to Boston
and underwent a then-experimental
form of treatment known as "autologous bone marrow transplant."
Under the care of Drs. George
Canellos and Tak Takvorian,
Tsongas had marrow removed from
his hip and purified. With his marrow out,.he was treated with wholcbody radiation in an effort to kill all
the cancerous cells in his body.

Holiday Shopping Gets Off
To Fast Start

Later, the marrow was reinjected, and Tsongas made an impressive
recovery. As a presidential candidate, he made a point of demonstrating his good health by walking and
swimming. Tsongas also he spoke at
length about his illness and treatment and asked his doctors to do the
same.
In an interview with The Washington Post in November 1991,
Tsongas said he considered himself
"cured," because he had been cancer-free for more than five years. In
separate interviews, his doctors
declined to use the term "cured,"
but they said rsongas had been disease-free since he was discharged in
October 1986 and that they could
find no medical problems.
-In the 1991 Post interview,
Tsongas noted that in 1987 "they
found a node in my armpit, and to
this day they disagree on what it
was but they pulled me in for a mass
of radiation. Some Boston news
media described the node as a recurrence of cancer.
In April, 12 days after Tsongas
suspended his Democratic presidential campaign, The New York Times
depicted the 1987 -node as a "srecurrence" of Tsongas' cancer and suggested that the candidate and his
doctors had been lcss than fully candid.

THE WASHINGTON POSr

WASHINGTON

They aren't breaking out the eggnog to celebrate quite yet, but last
weekend's kickoff to the important holiday shopping season certainly
was pretty good news for the nation's retailers.
According to some early industry tracking data and an informal
poll of key national and local merchants, sales were up between 3
percent to slightly more than 5 percent from last year in the first three
days of the key selling period when retailers garner the bulk of their
sales and profits.
That represents a clear improvement from the preceding three
years, when sales rose by only I percent to 2 percent in the same
period.
This year's improved results are in line with many preholiday predictions that showed sales would pick up this year, because of
increased consumer confidence and stronger sales momentum in the
months leading into the season.
Economy watchers are keeping a particularly close eye on holiday
sales as a possible indicator of whether consumers are finally shaking
off their recession mentality. Weak sales at this season over the past
three years have been one of the main causes of a rash of bankruptcies and restructurings among merchants.
While retailers said they were still a bit wary of fickle consumer
patterns, they also said they were heartened by sales so far.
"We exceeded our plan and certainly exceeded last year's sales,"
said Thomas Fingleton, chairman of the Hecht Co., the local department store chain. Competitor Woodward & Lothrop Inc. reported an
8 percent increase.
"We did very well, pretty much across the board," said Ben
Kovalsky, chief executive officer of the Cosmetic Center, the Savage,
Md.-based chain that sells fragrance and beauty goods. Kovalsky said
sales were up 5 percent so far over last year at the chain's stores over
the weekend.
Most retailers and polls now expect sales to peak this year on Dec.
19, the last Saturday before Christmas.

High Court Atlir9s Right to Abortion
o a(
li
A
InAllowingppellate.
wanted to hear the Guam case, Ada
THE WASHINGTON POST
v. Guam Societyof Obstetricians &
WASHINGTON
Gynecologists. It takes four votes to
The Supreme Court mad6 it clear take -upa dispute.
The Roe ruling generated the
Monday that a woman has a constitutional right to an abortion, letting bright to life movement," which in
stand an appellate court ruling that turn helped form the conservative
struck dowvn a Guam law making- enginethat put Ronald Reagan and
George Bush in the White House.
abortion a felony.
Thecourt's ordet-a-ffirmed its- Together, -Reagan and Bush asked
narrow ruling last June upholding the court on five separate occasions
most of Roe v. Wade, the 1973 deci- over 10 years to strike down Roe v.
sion thatn.rade, abortion. legal. Wade.
Von'da"'y!.s--ationi on thc Gbuaim
with- Bill
nationwide.dC-om't·oned -v
Clinton's election as president Nov. case underscores that the essence of
3, the order brings to an~end two the 1973 ruling survived both Readecades of contention: over whether ganmand 13ushpjresidencies.
President-elect Bill Clinton has
the basic abortion right is protected.
It also opens a new chapter of said he would nominate only perdebate over state limits on that right. sons who believe in abortion rights
The court, for example, is still to the court. Now the controversy
ekpccted to consider-state laws that that overwhelmed the court - and
require waiting periods before abor- judicial nominations- will take a
new form. The question for the juditions and pre-abortion counseling.
"The idea that women will be ciary and for lawmakers nationwide
sent to jail because of backalley is what constitutes an "undue burabortions now seems dead," said den" on abortion rights, thc standard
Harvard University law professor set in the court's June ruling on
Kathleen M. Sullivanl.
Pennsylvania abortion restrictions.
Anti-abortion groups have
It was the first time since the
landmark 1973 Roe decision that stepped up their activity in statethe justices declined to take a major houses, and Douglas Johnson, federabortion case. Three justices, al legislative director with the
William H. Rehnquist, Byron R. National Right to Life Committee,
White and Antonin Scalia, said they said activists arc trying to make sure
By Joan Biskupic

NASA Prepares Launch of Last
Military Payload on Shuttle
LOSAN GELES TlMES

that Congress does not go further
than the high court and adopt proposed legislation that would curtail
state regulations on abortion. .
"The question is how many
hoops and hurdles states will enact
for women to go.through,".said Sul- .
livan.,"But the longer Roe remains
the law, the harder it is to overturn

WASHINGTON

Barring interference from a late autumn cold snap, the manned
space shuttle Discovery is set to lift off early Wednesday, carrying
the last major military payload that will be placed into -orbit by theNational Aeronautics and Space Administration's shuttle fleet.
As is customary, NASA and Air Force officials refused to say
what the Department of Defense has stowed in the spacecraft's cargo
bay. But the paylbad's announced weight'of 23,215 pounds and its
launch in a sharp northeasterly direction from Florida's Kennedy
Space Center suggest that Discovery will be hauling a Lacrosse all-

How far states may go in
restricting an abortion right is likely
to be decided on a case by case,
"stitute'by statut -hasts. ttirinetbhe'
1970s and 1980s the Supreme Court
continually assessed regulations,
-such as, whethef parents or huskabds,
should be able to block an abortion,
how long a woman must wait for an
abortion and what information she
must first receive.
But until last June's ruling in
Planned Parenthood qf Southeastern Pennsjllania v. Casey, such
restrictions were tested against Roe
v. Wadte s especially high standard
for any infringement on the abortion
right. Under the new, slightly lowered standard in Casey, courts
would weigh whether a regulation
"has the purpose or effect of placing
a substantial obstacle in the path of
a woman seeking an abortion"
before the fetus can live outside the

weather spy satblliteanalysts said,

THE WASIHINGTON POST
WASHINGTON

Finally, about six months ago,
the agents pulled out all the wires
and equipment, and the Art Barn's
role in the Cold War came to an
end.
"We always knew which guys
were the CIA guys because they'
always wore sunglasses indoors,
had real sharp creases in their pants,
short haircuts and shiny shoes,"
Rushforth said.
The story broke in an unusual
fashion: by invitation only. The Art
Barn Association -a nonprofit

womb.

Quaint, charming, the old stone
building called the Art Barn in Rock
Creek Park here has for many years
been a place where struggling artists
could exhibit their works. Until
recently, it was also a place where
.American spies monitored nearby
communist embassies, using surveillance equipment planted in the
attic.
The gadgets were stowed behind
a false wall in an area once used as group that uses the gallery to show
a coop for homing pigeons, Art paintings, sculptures and crafts by
local and "emerging" artists -is
Barn Executive Director Ann Rushforth said Monday. Government holding a $50-per-person fiund-raisRushforth said she er Tuesday night at the Spy Club in
agents downtown Washington. The invita.believes they were from the CIA periodically appeared, climbed a tions, including one sent to The
Washington Post, featured a rather
narrow stairwell to the attic,
explanation of why that
startling
front
in
materials
removed storage
was chosen for the event:
nightclub
of the false wall and entered the lis"i1n honor of the end of the Cold
tening post through a trapdoor. The
agents were targeting the H{ungarian lWar, we are holding our benefit fesEmbassy directly across the street tivities, at the Spy Club to celebrate
and the Czechoslovakian Embassy an end to the Art Barn's years of
dedicated service to the Central
farthrup the hill, she said.
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Intelligence Agency. It is a little
known fact that until very recently,
the Art Barn's attic housed surveillance devices- to watch over our foreign neighbors. Now in the new era
of Glastnost (sic) we welcome all
our friends and neighbors to come
share this evening of intrigue and
art."
"Good grief!" said CIA
spokesman Peter Earnest when the
invitation was read to him over the
phone. But he said the agency
doesn't do this sort of thing -in
the United States.
"We have no domestic responsibilities. We do not have domestic
counterintelligence responsibilities,"
he said.
He referred questions to the FBI,
which is supposed to handle any
government surveillance operation
inside the United States. FBI
spokesman Nestor Michnyak said,
"We wouldn't confirm or deny anything like that." The FBI did retently confirm that it continues to conduct counterintelligence operations
outside the Russian Embassy.

`··
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As the final phase of launch preparations began Monday, NASA
officials werekeepifig a wary eye on the weather. Forecasters said
there was a 60 percent chance of an overnight chill that could postpone the liftoff until Thursday.
Cold weather launches have been tightly restricted since the 1986
explosion of the space shuftle Challenger, a disaster attributed to the
effect offreezing temperatures on a seal in the vehicle's solid-fuel
rocket motor. Launches are now prohibited if temperatures dip below
47°F (8°C) in winds of 5 m.p.h. or less for 30 minutes after fueling.
The combination of lower temperatures and wind speeds encourages
the formation of frost or ice.
Although forecasters said that the restrictions could be violated
before dawn Wedncsday, NASA officials planned to begin fueling
Discover'.s 153-foot-tall external tank with liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen at 10:39 p.m. tonight. Liftoff is now scheduled for
6:59 p.m. Wednesday, with the spacecraft set to return Dec. 9.
The shuttle, once the sole launcher for large spy satellites such as
the Lacrosse and Keyhole series, has played a crucial role in modernizing the U.S. space intelligence network. But future launches will be
carried out by unmanned boosters, while the shuttle is restricted to
more complex scientific, maintenance and construction missions
requiring the skills of astronauts.
The flight will be commanded by U.S. Navy Capt. David M.
Walker, a veteran of two previous missions. His crew is composed of
Marine Corps Col. Robert D. Cabana, the pilot, and three mission
specialists: Air Force Col. Gulion S. Bluford Jr., Army Lt. Col. James
S. Voss, and Army Lt. Col. Michael Richard Clifford.

Washington Gallery a U.S. Spy Center
By Joel Achenbach

_

Russian Court Largely Upholds
Ban of Communist Party
TH{E WFASHINGTON POST

MOSCOW

Russia's highest court Monday largely upheld President Boris
Yeltsin's ban of the Communist Party, while recognizing the right of
rank-and-file communists to try to relaunch the party from the bottom
up.

The decision of the 13-member Constitutional Court effectively
rules out any revival of the once all-powerful party in the form in
which it existed before the abortive hard-line coup of August 1991.
But it will allow a reformed Communist Party to compete with other
political parties "on an equal basis" and reclaim some of the property
that was confiscatedby the state.
The 11-2 judgment allowed both sides to claim a partial victory in
the five-month court case, which shed new light on the Soviet
Union's totalitarian past. Dozens of experts and witnesses were called
to testify at the -hearings and thousands of hitherto secret documents
revealing the party's involvement in mass political repression were
handed over to the judges for examination.
"This was the only decision possible. Any other decision would
not have made sense," said Mikhail Fedotov, a member of the team
of lawyers representing Yeltsin at the hearings. "The court decided in
our favor in 80 percent of its answers to the questions that were posed
to it."
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hollered and tried to follow the guys from a

Of paramount importance will be the addi-

safe distance, but they got away, even though

tion of more vans, but other changes would be

they had to pass the crowd as they walked

helpful as well. It is extremely important, for

nonchalantly to the stairway.
Here is the lesson: we must act when we

example, that people know when the van will

something I saw on Friday, Nov. 20 that
grossly disturbed me. As I walked out of

become aware of crime around us. For exam-

for the van can be more dangerous than sim-

ple, if someone had followed the thugs who

ply walking to one's destination; if the wait-

I am writing this letter in response to

OPINION STAFF

Editors: Bill Jackson '93, Matthew H.
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Nic Kelman '94, David Zapol '94, Elaine
McCormick, Chris Wanjek.

Lobby 7 and toward Massachusetts Avenue, I

robbed me, it would have been easier to catch

ing time required is as much as 30 minutes,

noticed a large crowd of people protesting

them. Someone else could have notified the

many people will walk.

sexual harassment at MIT. I thought to

police sooner than I did. Yet another person

A stop at the Kendall Square MBTA sta-

myself, "Finally, students are fighting for a
worthwhile cause." But I looked further and

could have helped describe and identify the

tion is very important. Additional stops at

suspects. The MBTA and city police respond-

Draper Laboratory and the Central Square T

my stomach turned as I saw several individu-

ed very quickly and commendably, even

station should be considered. These would

als holding up signs saying "Go home bitch"

bringing one person for me to identify, but I

insure safe access to public transportation for

and "Stop your bitching." It took all my

had only a very weak description. Other peo-

most of the MIT community. An attempt

restraint not to walk up to these boys and kick

ple's memories would have been invaluable.

should be made to mark the stops with signs,

them in the groin. My anger has nothing to do
with the recent results of the harassment trial.

Teamwork among fellow citizens would have

and wherever possible, there should be emer-

given us the upper hand that night.

Personally, I do not know enough about the

If citizens continue to disregard their duty

gency phones and lights at the stops. Safe
Ride vans could stop for 15-30 seconds at

case to say whether or not Professor Bitran

to work toward a more civil society, violence
and crime will continue to increase. The two

each stop for people who are waiting inside

arrogant young whippersnappers who stole

through a stop if nobody is present outside.

should have been acquitted, but sexual harassment is a very serious issue and I was abso-
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lutely appalled that anyone could joke about it
in such a manner.

For the safety of the drivers, all passengers

($60 in five minutes without even having to

should be required to show a college ID

I could not believe that these people would

before entering the van. Fitting the vans with

publicly admit they had no respect for women,

run is addictive) and move on to assault, rape,
and murder.

and that they could freely give their names to

Dale G. Fried G

members of the opposite sex made me want to
vomit.
With all the violence and inhumane acts
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ing a great deal about what has happened to
Advertising Manager: Haider A. Hamoudi
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The Tech received a copy of the following
letter addressedto Senior Vice President
William R. Dickson '56.

people's morals these days. One nagging
go to college and become educated and moral

Crimes committed on campus in the past
months have prompted much discussion about

values are instilled in us, why is the world in

safety at MIT. The Graduate Student Council

such lousy shape? One would think that peo-

feels that improving the situation requires a

ple at MIT are a bit more intelligent than your

combination of individual, group, and admin-
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average male chauvinist pig, but I guess I

istrative efforts, and believes the Safe Ride
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on behalfof the GraduateStudent Council

of individuals be so ignorant?
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procedure should also be available through
which riders can file complaints about the
drivers. The Graduate Student Council could
help publicize this procedure.
The GSC feels very strongly that security
at MIT is inadequate. Criminals are comfortable here, while the MIT community is not.
We recognize that individuals must take
action to protect themselves, but MIT as a
whole must as well. A Safe Ride is only one
of the services available, but it can be used
more efficiently than it is presently. The GSC
hopes that these suggestions can help improve
A Safe Ride. and we would appreciate a
timetable for implementation of changes.

Improvement

beings. Their ignorance and disrespect for

occurring on campus lately, I have been think-

power locks would also be beneficial, giving
the driver control over who enters the van. A

Safe Ride Needs

at MIT see women as they do, as inferior
Christopher Doerr G. Jon Orwant G. Pawan
Sinha G. Mark Hurst '94, Cherry M. Ogata
'94, Steve Fluang '95.

buildings. The vans should not simply drive

my money will continue to gain confidence

widely read publications such as The Boston
Globe, promoting the stereotype that all men
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stop at a particular location. Waiting outside

The two cocky characters who intimiaated me
also intimidated the whole platform of thirty
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The 1993 B urchard Scholars Pro ram isno w accepting ap picatio ns.
The Burchard Scholars Program brings together distinguished members of the faculty and
promising juniors and sophomores who have demonstrated excellence in some aspect of
the humanities and social sciences as well as in science or engineering. Twenty Burchard
Scholars are invited to a series of dinner-seminars throughout the year to discuss topics of
current research or interest introduced by faculty members, visiting scholars, and Burchard
Scholars. The 1993 program begins in February.
For information or an application, contact: Dean's Office, School of Humanities and Social
Science, E51-234 (x3-8961) or the HASS Information Office, 14N-408 (x3-4443).
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****: Excellent
***: Good
**: Mediocre
*:Poor

Bram Stoker's Dracula

***

Director Francis Ford Coppola has fashioned a film with a frenetic pace and ubiquitous visual tricks in a style that is closer to
that of MTV and Batman director Tim Burton
than it is to the Victorian gothic horror of

Dracula author Bram Stoker. The movie's
appearance completely dominates the disjointed plot and poorly drawn characters, making
most of the film an attractive but muddled
mess. But the effects, sets, and costumes are
so vivid and excessive that Dracula manages
to be very interesting even as it frustrates with

a lack of coherence and drama. Loews Cheri
***1/2
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full of frustration but still deserving pity, and
Allen and Mia Farrow appear to be haunted
by pain. The movie is occasionally funny, but
it is more convincing when it dramatizes its
characters' inabilities to find fulfillment.
Arlington Capitol Theater

convincing, the story is feasible, and the
moral well presented. The film properly balances a humorous and serious side, yielding a
final product that is as meaningful as it is
enjoyable to watch. Loews Copley Place

**** School Ties
This is an amazing film dealing with antiSemnitism in the 1950's. Brendan Fraser delivers a powerful performance as David Greene,
who is recruited from a poor town to play
football for an elite preparatory school. David
at first hides the fact that he is Jewish and fits
in well with his new group of friends. When
they find out that he is Jewish, each reacts differently. The movie examines different forms
of prejudice in the actions of David's friends
after their discovery. Overall, the acting is

**Singles
This light and entertaining film focuses on
the struggles of six singles in their 20s as they
try to understand love and relationships. Steve
Cambell, Kyra Sedgwick, Bridget Fonda, and
Matt Dillon are all good, the script by director
Cameron Crowe is often extremely funny, and
Seattle locations and music provide an interesting backdrop. Although it is not as realistic
as Crowe's Say Anything, the movie is filled
with wonderful isolated moments that are
filled with truthful familiarity. Loews Copley
Place

** Under Siege

Under Siege is poorly written film that
relies on violence rather than substance to be
entertaining. Steven Scagal is Casey Ryback,
an ex-Navy SEAL who is masquerading as a
cook on the USS Missouri when a gang of
hijackers (led by Tommy Lee Jones and Gary
Busey) takes over the ship. Ryback must single-handedly eliminate all the bad guys and
save the day, which turns into Ryback scouring the ship and coming up with new and creative ways to eliminate the enemy. The martial arts sequences are impressive and Tommy
Lee Jones delivers a powerful performance as
the mastermind terrorist, but the bad writing,
evidenced in the incredibly weak female role
and the lack of any interesting plot twist ruins
everything. Loews Fresh Pond

Bob Roberts

Funny and disturbing, this satire of
American politics written and directed by its
star, Tim Robbin~s, uses a mock documentary

style to chronicle the rise to power of thie fictional Bob Roberts. Roberts is a right-wing
entertainer, entrepreneur, and political candidate who has adopted folk singing as a medium for his conservative attitudes, and whose
only clear beliefs are that individuals should
be able to gain as much wealth as they can
and that the liberal programs of incumbent
Senator Paiste (Gore Vidal) are a waste of
money. The film's scathing indictment of candidates and campaigning in the era of entertainment is accurate, hilarious, and troubling.

Arlington Capitol Theater
**** Howards End
The filmmaking trio of James Ivory, Ismail
Merchants and Ruth Prawer Jhabvala have
translated E. M. Forster's novel of class struggles in 20th-century England into a brilliant
film that is an astonishing achievement. The
screen is filled with contrasting elements such
as the rich and the poor, the romantic and the
pragmatic, and the urban and the pastoral. The
alternately funny and moving story considers
which group will ultimately inherit the nation.
Anthony Hopkins, Helena Bonham Carter,
and Samuel West are excellent, and Vanessa
Redgrave and Emma Thompson are outstand-

ing. Arlington Capitol Theater

Husbands and Wives

***

Bleak and powerful, Woody Allen's new
film examines the state of relationships today
and decides that unending love is little more
than a myth. Shot as a documentary, it follows
the members of two marriages as they grow
disillusioned with one another and begin to
look for happiness elsewhere. Judy Davis
gives a wonderfully neurotic comic performance, Sydney Pollack is amazing as a man

The deceased Lucy Westenra (Sadie Frost) Is surrounded by uneasy friends (from left) Quincey P. Morris (Blill Campbell), Lord
Arthur Holmwood (Cary Elwes), Van Helsing (Anthony Hlopkinss), and Dr. Seward (Richard E. Grant), in the visually stunning ABram
Stokter's Dracuta.
-
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INFORMATION SESSIONS:

Special Dinller Plate just $4.50
10% OFF DINNER EVERY SAIMRAY, DIMNGN IN AND TAKE OUT ($ 10 MIN.)

I

RESIDENT TUTOR
Tuesday, December I
Wednesday, December 2 and

Thursday, December 10 at
5:0mi
.5
ro

49243 X79 or 492X31 71

Apply by December 31,1992 for Fall '93 openings!
There are a few Spring '93 openings - apply ASAP.

Monday - Thursday, 11:30 am. to 9:30 p.m.

Frmr nomto

Fridays- Satulrday, 11:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

Frmoesid

~~~~~~Closed Sunday

Become al

llUNDERGRADUATE LIVING GRI OUPl

FREE DELIVERY TO THE MS.I.T. CAMPUS -$10 MINIMUMI
Luncheon Specials served daily, I.1:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m., starting at $2.95
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

Adivanced Materials and Processes
for a Sustainable Environment

Classifed Advertising in The Tecir
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid, with
complete name, address, and phone

number. The Tech, W20-483; or P.O.
Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge,
Mass. 02139

Dr. Robert A. Laudise
Director, Materials and Processinlg Research Laboratory
AT&T Bell Laboratories

Tax Retums Professionally Prepared
and Economically Priced-20 years
experience. Foreign income and overseas relocations. Tax returns for any
year, any state. Convenient MIT location. James Moore, One Kendall
Square, (617) 621-7060.
Excellent Extra Income Now!
Envelope Stuffing: $600>$800 every
week. Free Details: SASE to:
International Inc., 1356 Coney Island
Ave., Brooklyn, New York 11230.

The 1992 Wulff Lecture
for Freshmen and Undesignated Sophomores

-Y

LSAT-GMAT-MCAT-GRE Kaplan.
The answer to the test question.
(617) 630-9330.

Sponsored byv the

Wednesday, December 2, 1992 4:00 p.m.
(Refreshments at 3:15)

Flilm work. We are looking for a fun,
outgoing student to be the lead in
our video that covers student life in
Boston: Excellent pay for one full day
of work. Call C.B. Productions Inc.
M-F, 9-5, (617) 332-9606.

Room 10-250

Save $60 off Brochulre Rates!! Sign
up by 12/10/92 for. ths savings!
Heatwave Vacations Spring Break
1993! Call 1-800-395-WAVE!

-- -- -- L_

_

4

i
I way: Boston/Orange County, Cal.
(near SD and LA). Dec. 17th, 5pm.
497-5320, $160 or best offer,
female only.

Good teaching masIes a

The Tech subscription rates: $20
one year 3rd class mail ($37 two
years); $55 one year 1st class mail
($105 two years); $52 one year air
mail to Canada or Mexico or surface
mail overseas; $140 one .year air
mail overseas; $10 one year MIT
Mail (2 years $18). Prepayment
required.

deserves

our recognition.

I

TACOS .
I

|BURRITOS

Nominate your best teacher(s)for:

I I

ENCHILADAS
MEXICAN CHICKEN
149 First St.
Cambridge
354-5550

B~~anker

Foundat~~~~~~~~~~~~0ionI

1728 Mass. Ave.
Cambridge
354-7400

Ls _ IjRing, Ring...

I
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Hello, Nightline.
iHi, What is indamine?
Just a minute ...
It's any of a series of

Award

organic bases whose
salts make unstable
blue or green dyes.
Thanks... Good night.
Rling, Ring...

Th e recipientts) will each receive a $1000 honorarium

I

Hello, Nightlline.

Can I speak with a
female staffer?

and a bronze medal to be presented
at the Awards Convocation in Mlay

Sure...
Hello, Nightline.

I think I'm pregnant...

Past winners include ProfessorsBose, Lazarus,

Kemp, Gurney, Thilly, and Flowers.
Look.for a nomination cover letter in your mail,
Deadline: Alond ay, Dec. 7, 1992.
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Make money over Wlinter Break!
Rent your apartment/room during
intersession to a responsible college
couple from Brown University seeking
housing while working at Boston
internships. Call Alexis ASAP at (401)
863-6716. Leave message.

Department of Materials Science and Engineering

azgference and

iE

__

.NIGHTLINE

one male staffer,
one female staffer,
Icompletely confidential, I
every night, 7pm-7am

253-8800
donated by The Tech
11 This space
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MinomM, from Page I

bocharged on this issue," Vander
Sande said. "Nuclear engineering
has already discussed [minors] in a
faculty meetin and has a draft of a
minor proposal. I am amazed at
their enthusiasm," he added.
One result of the new minors is
that "it may cut down the number of
double majors. ... A student has to
overload to do that. Maybe now
they don't have to overload at all,"
Brown said.
Ne

iv

"I think it's probably a good
plan. There's a lot of people who
would take up classes in another
field, but are not willing to put in
effort to get a complete double

Stefo

MITI.T
Emergencyv Numbers
MIT Campus Police
100
Fire Department
9-911
24-hour Medical Department
253-1311
253-2997
Safe Ride
Contact Line
253-6460
253-8800
Night Line

inr

I think it's a good idea, I would
get one if I still had time. You can
learn stuff outside your major. You
don't have to put in so much time,
and it shows on your transcript,"
said Rajeevan Amirtharajah '95,
who is majoring in electrical engineering.

hete

Pg

major. Now they can get a minor.
... Or people who go halfway
through a major and hate it, now
they can get something out of it,"
said Phillip B. Hume '94, a physics
major who is considering a minor in
planetary science.
Helen E. Cargill '94 said, "I was
majoring in chemistry, but I'd been
taking more Humanities classes. . . .
I will probably switch majors. But it
will not be good to throw all the science away. I will probably minor in
chemistry."

This space donated by The Tech
I

I
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CASPAR, from Page I
undesirable set of people to the area.
The CASPAR shelter is open 24
hours a day, seven days a week, and
provides primarily emergency care
for alcohol and drug abusers from
Cambridge and Somerville. CASPAR provides basic services such as
food, clothing, hygiene, and counseling services.
CASPAR staff and MIT officials
agree that a permanent site for the
shelter must be found soon.
"It is absolutely imperative that
we get a permanent site and that we
get it now, because there's a real
possibility that we won't be funded
and the community will not support
us unless we have a permanent
site," said Aaron Shepard, CASPAR's assistant director. "It's been
a long process. We have been in a
trailer for 13 years."
"The most important thing is that
CASPAR get a permanent site. The
best thing we can do is allow the
deliberative process to continue,"
said Paul Parravano, an MIT corn-.
munity relations assistant.
The current proposal was first
announced in August, and since
then CASPAR and the city have
held many public meetings to
address the concerns of community
groups. Municipal and state laws
require an extensive review process
before the Cambridge City Council
can vote on the proposal. A vote is
expected before Dec. 24. A progress
report from the committee is expect-

ed on Dec. I 0.
A special review committee,
chaired by City Councilor Jonathan
Myers, now meets weekly to examine all aspects of the Green Street
proposal, the siting history, and possible alternative sites. These include
the Danica Building on Sidney
Street, a vacant lot on Hamilton
Street, the Volve Building on
Massachusetts Avenue, and other
sites in Inman Square.
"The committee will continue to
talk and come up with proposals
until a consensus is reached. The

most important thing is that whatever site is agreed to, it be a consensus
site that the entire community and
the committee can support," said
Ronald P. Suduiko, special assistant
to the president for government and
community relations.
"We are hopeful that a permanent site will be found for CASPAR. We are very supportive of the
CASPAR community, and we feel
that it is important to focus on CASPAR as an organization that is striving to meet the community's
needs," he added.
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IN HONDA AND ACL*t^
ALL WORK WARANTEED,
HONDA FACTORY TRAINED NIEC34ANICS
I-MMLY RATE : MOO EKLOW
DEALER

Students, ffiis is a field trip. An economics lesson.
And a geography experiment. Which means there's
no better
place to buckle down than Mount Snow, Vermont
Weekdays ski 127 trails forJust $25. Weekends
ski the
43 trails inour Haystack area for the same price.
It's a really low price on a truly higher education.

SUNOAC1900
]KINGS
S06MmoddDrin
Wdam. MA 02139
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New Frontiasof Scimce
By Heinz-Otto Peitgen, Harmut jurgens,
Dietmar Saupe
To quote James Gleick, "...Chaos,
offers a
of seeing order and pattern where
fon-nerly only the random, erratic,
the
unpredictable - in short, the chaotic
had been observed.' This book is
written for everyone who, even without
much knowledge of technical mathematics, wants to know the details
of
chaos theory and fractal geometry.
This
is not a textbook in the usual sense
of
the word, nor is it written in a "popular
scientific' style. Rather it gives a
broad
view of the underlying notions behind
fractals, chaos and dynamics.

$49.95Special!
A limited_ quantity of Chaosand Fractals

THE COOPAT KENDAU
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How Computers Work

by Ron White
Now you can take an exciting visual journey
into the heart of the personal computer.
No
matter what your age or your past experience
with computers, you'll love discovering
what
goes on inside a personal computer thanks
the expert guidance of Ron White, executiveto
editor of PC/ Computing. How Computers
Work is fiRed with colorful graphics and
fascinating illustrations by Timothy
Edward
Downs. Paperback

$22o95

3 CAMBRIDGE CENTER
M-FRI 9:154:30
SAT 91S-5:45
SUN 124
FM PARKIW AT KBIDAL:

Published by Ziff-Davis Press

AFTER 5 VA33MAYS AND ALL DAY SAT AT MARRIOTT
CHW- VA"M AT CAM9M'S OM
HOTEL. WTH SALES RECEIPT SHONM $5 MK
AT THE COOP.
COOP Pta
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Lights, from Page 1

I
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STUDNT

Pickpocket, from Page I

New Immigration laws Improve Your Chances of
Staying Inthe U.S. After GraduationI

I

LET US HELP YOU
Obtain Your Green Card or Work Permit
STEVE CLARK has a national
reputation in employmient-6asedimm'igra hc6nI

Member of the-Natio'nal Consortium
of immigraticjni. Law' Fir'm's
with Offices--in. 14 U.S. Cities, --

I

dents. "I know there's a lot of theft
and muggings going on, but I didn't
know about the pickpocketing,"
Yurah Kim '94 said.
"I didn't know any [pickpocketing] was going on -it's not surprising," said Khristen
K.
Nummerdor '93.
John M. Shavel '94 said he was
actually surprised that more incidents of pickpocketing have not
occurred. "MIT students are oblivious most of the time anyway. ...
Just look at the way some of them
cross at 77 Massachusetts Ave.," he
said. If there were more pickpocketing, students would be more conscious of their surroundings, Shavel
added.
.

FLYNN &CLARK, P.C.-*
354- I 550

THE TECH
NEWUS HOTLINE
253- 154 1

Selecting a lawyer isan important step in your
career planning. Call for written information about
our qualifications.

The higher operating frequency
also means that the new lights produce less visible "flicker."
MIT is also switching to higher
quality light bulbs. They are thinner
and contain a higher quality phosphor. Thus, they emit a fuller spectrum of light which allows people to
see contrasts better, Kilmarx said.
The new lights contain integrated circuit chips which maintain a
constant output as the lights age and
in the case of a brownout. "It's the
cutting edge of the technology,"
Kilmarx said.
Installation of the new lights is

progressing westward from the east
side of campus. So far, new lights
have been installed in buildings
E10, EI5, 1E17, E18, E19, E23, E25,
E32, E34, E40, and E5 1.
The main cluster of academic
buildings will get a substantial number of new fixtures to house the new
lights. "'We expect to put the order
in for those new fixtures in the next
fews weeks," Kilmarx said.
The new lights have also been
installed in one section of the
Infinite Corridor. The new lights are
being installed closer to the ground
than the old lights, providing more
light in the space where people
walk.

Group Helps Relieve Huner
Hunger, from Page 1

going towards children's development projects, he said.
"If each MIT student donated $ 1,
we would have raised $8000. That's
something to think about," Krishnan
said.
As a member of the club, Patel
has also helped with the fund-rais-

ing project for Somalia and the food
salvaging program.
The food salvaging program is a
good way for MIT students%to help
out on a local level, Krishnan said.
Four days a week, students take surplus food from the dining halls and
bring it to homeless shelters. The
group currently needs more drivers,
she added.
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Unlike other travel programs, Chase
- t.Student ITavel has no blackout dates.
So no matter when you take off, you
can take 5%off the lowest travel prices
you fin on airfares> train tickets, car
rentals and even hostels.
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our already low prices
Ion order' of prmplete, pair of eyeglasses

money. Just sign up for ChasePhones at
no ezr dharg and you can use your
Chase card to make long distance calls at
MCIMs low rates.
Or, if you decide to move off campus, we'll even write you a credit refierence letter to help you get an apartment.
Best of all, we won't ask you to fork
over an annual fee for the first year.
So look in your mail around
Thanksiving for an application. Or,
pick one up on campus and apply for
your Chase card today.
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NEWS NOTICES
USTINGS
Student activities, administrative offices,
academic departments, and other groups
- both on and off the MIT campus -can
list meetings, activities, and other
announcements in Thde Techts 'notes'section. Send items of interest by electronic mail to news-notes~the-tech.mit.edu.
Items; may also be sent (typed and doublespaced) via Institute mail to 'News Notes,
The Tech, Room W20-483' or via U.S. Mail

to 'News Notes, The Tech, P.O. Box 29,
MIT Branch, Cambridge, Mass. 02139.'
Notes run on a space-available basis; priority is given to official Institute announcements and MIT student activities. The
Tech reserves the right to edit all listings,
and makes no endorsement of groups or
activities listed.

COUNSELING
Today, more than I million men and
women are demonstrating by their personal example that alcoholism Is an illness
that can be arrested. If you have an alcohol related problem please get In touch
with the Alcoholics Anonymous group
nearest you--with complete assurance
that your anonymity will be protected. Call
426-9444 or write: Alcoholics Anonymnous,
Box 459, Grand Central Station, N.Y.
10163. You will receive free information in
a plain envelope.
Counseling and HTLV41I bloo screening
services are available for individuals concerned about exposure to the virus assoclated with AIDS. For more information
about this free confidential service sponsored by the Department of Public Health
and Counseling Services, call 522-4090,
weekdays from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Outside
Boston call collect.
Getting High? or Getting Desperate? If
drugs are becoming a problem, call or
write: Narcotics Anonymous, 264
Meredian St., East Boston. Mass. 02128,
(617) 569-0021. Local meetings heldi at
the MIT Medical Department, E23-364, on
Mondays from 1-2 p.m.

Contact Une pceer counseling and information on issues of sexuality. Sunday through
Wednesday 8pm - midnight, 253-6460.
LABIA (Lesbians and Bisexuals in Alliance)
socials. Look for posters about upcoming
events.
Thursdays. GAMIT(Giays, Lesbians.
Bixesuals, and Friends at MIT) study
breaks, 9 p.m.-?, room 50-306. Contact
Johanna. 225-7127.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES
The MIT Folk Dance Club sponsors two

Page 11
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STUDENTS!

MIT
WHAT DO YOU WANT?

evenings of international dancing at MIT on
Sunday and Wednesday nights at 7:30
pmn. Beginners are welcome-, no partner is
needed. Call 253-3655 (FOLK) for more
informnation.
The MIT Outing Club holds office hours
every Monday and Thursday from 5:306:30 pm in W20461. Stop by and help
plan, lead or participate in trips ranging
from one day outings to month long treks.
The club is especially active in rock climbing, kayaking, canoeing, backpacking, hiking, and winter mountaineering. Beginners
are more than welcome. The club rents a
variety of equipment at low rates and has
a cabin in NH available for rent. Contact
Dave at 492-6983.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Off-Campus Housing Service welcomes any member of the community who
either has available housing or who is
searching for housing to contact our office
-in Room E32-121, 253-1493.
Do you like chilrn? If you are interested
in spending a few hours each week withi a
child whlo has emotional problems, this
volunte opprtuit may be for you. You
will discuss your experience weekly with a
group of other volunteers. If you're interested, please call Dr. Judy Osher at the
Cambridge Youth Guidance Center, 3542275, for more information. (M~ales,
Spanish, Portuguese and Haitian-Creole
especially needed, but all are welcome.)
The Boston University Astronomy
Department sponsors Open Observator
Night every Wednesday from 8:30-9:30
pm. For more information call 353-2360.

Mags Harries, visual artist, wants to find
out about life at MIT and hear your ideas
about an art project for the Stratton
Student Center.

All first-time student loan borrowers
(Perkins, Technology, or Stafford Student
Loans) are required to attend a loan counseling session. Please contact the
Bursar's Office for a schedule of the sessions.

Please join us, and bring a friend',

Surplus equipmnent is available for departments and members of the MIT community
in the Equipment Exchange, building
NW30, every Tuesday and Thursday from
11-3 pm. Thirty days after being advertised

Thursday, December 3
4:00 - 6:00pmn

in Teche Talk the equipment is sold.
The "Statement of Regstrato Stgtus" is
still required of all male students who are
expected to register for the draft, if they
want to receive federal financial aid.
Women, underage students and those whlo
have completed the statement in previous
,years do not have to file statements.
MIT-requires mate students who have cone
pleted the statement by inxdicating they are
.Underage' to submit the statement annually untl they have registered.
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ARTICIPATING
CCMP^NIES

THE SPACE GRANT PROGRAM IS NOW OFFERING AN
OPPORTUJNITY FOR A SUMMER POSITION IN THE

LINCOLN LABCR ATCR Y
[DRAPER LABORATORY

FIELDS OF SPACE SCIENCE AND SPACE ENGINEERING. THERE

RAYTHECN

WILL BE A MEETING ON DECEMBER 2,1992, 2:00 - 3:00pm IN

HUGHES
LQCC15HCED
TBW

37-252 (MRLARLOUNGE). THIS MEETING WILL INTRODUJCE

iOCCMVVLL

THE PROGRAM AND WE WILL ALSO HIAVE INFORMATION

THE AEROSPACE cCCP,
BCOEING
JPL
l0^z71N M^Rie'77
GE ASTRGSP^CIE
GODD^RD SPACIE FLIGHT
CENTEM
CRIdB17L SCIENCES CCRAP
,,

~~ ~ ~~~~~~0

AVAIL-ABLE O6N THE PARTICIPATING COMPANIES.

J

I

ol

I
I
I
I

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN A SUMMER POSITION, PLEASE SEE HELEN HALARIS, 37-441,,X8-5546
OR LISA SASSER, 33-212, X34929 FOR AN APPLICATION OR FURTHER INFORMATION

(DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS: DECEMBER 11, 1992
______________________.____________.__________________,______
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hosting a collg iini,ol
tournamen on Wdesday
December 2at 8 an.-

By Roger Crosley

weight class, losing to the eventual
champion from the U.S. Coast
Guard Academy. At326 lbs., Drew
Rideout '95 also gained a thirdplace-finish. Over 20 wrestlers competed in each weight class.

DIRECT0R OFSPOR7SINFORMA TION

Three fall sport athletes have
been named to the GTE College
Sports Information D~irectors of
America (CoSIDA) Academic AllDistrict First Team. Football wide
receiver Roddy Tranum7'93 and
linebacker Matt Robinson '94 were
named to the squad, while volleyball player Colleen Johnson '93 was
named to the volleyball All-District
team. Tranum led the balloting for
the football squad. The team was
selected by sports information directors from institutions located
throughout the New England States,
New York, and the five eastern
Canadian provinces.

Teams of four will compete against one another and the
winning school will be awarded a grand cash prize to be
donated in their name to the charity of it's choice.
The Golf Club is an 18 hole indoor miniature golf club
located downstairs f rom Jillian's at 3 Lansdowne St. in
the Fenway.

Ice Hockey
The men's ice hockey team has
completed the pre-Thanksgiving
portion-of its schedule with a perfect
5-0 record, including a 5-4 victory
over Worcester Polytechnic Institute
in which the Beavers had a depleted
squad of only nine players. The five
wins mark the best start in the history of the program.
Field Hockcey
Five field hockey players recently participated in the Northeast
District Field Hockey Tournament,
held in New Canaan, Conn. Ann
Torres '96, Surekhas Vajijhala '96,
Pattie Hahn '96, Meera Saini '95,
and Cathy Mangione '95 competed
on the All-College teams.

Wrestling
The wrestling team recently
kicked off its season by having two
third-place finishers in the Hawk
Wrestling Tournament, held at
Roger Williams College. Rafi Levin
'94 placed third in the 177 lbs.

The following colleges have been invited: MIT, BU, BC, Emerson College, Northeastern
University, Harvard UJniversity, Simmons College, and Tufts University.

Free Admission and complimentary golf with college ID
JUST GO!!
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Iyou're not
te ret in ve,
Don't you do enough cramming during finals?
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~~~~So

you thinkyou can'taffrordtofly home over the
break? Think again. With1 a validstudent ID, you can buy

Introducing the USAir
Shuttle FlightPass sm

a USAir Shuttle Fligh/Pass.Now until the endof theyear

As low as

abook offive one wayticketscosts$259and abook of 10

e

As

/

o, re

Do~~~~~~ust $479. Then you're goodto go. Justsho wup. Check

J2/|| 7U

_1

~~~~in. And take off.

Butfrst, be sure tojoin the US-4irFrequentTraveler

~one way

Between LaGuardia, Boston,

|

Program.-AfJterjust20,000miles, members earn afree
trip to hundredsofdestinations, includingFlorida.That

If vou're a busy, successful person, youi should talk to us about
retirement. Because our Pension/Tnist Department has the
expertise to help thou design the CSB Keogh Plan that works
best for you. We're already managing Keogh Plans for many
of our self-employed customers, and we're read} to give you
the personal service you need for successfull retirement
planning. As long as you open your plan by December 31
with a minimum of $ 10, you may contribute additional funds
to it any time up to the April tax deadline and still enjoy the
tax benefit for 1992. Call us at (617) 864-8700, ext. 4166.

comes in pretty handy when spring breakrollsaround.
Callyourtravel consultantor USAir at ](800)428-4322. Chancesareyou'llbepulfing afew
all-nightersthis semester.But your trip home shouldn'sthave to be one of them.

USAr utt e

begins with you

~W~MCAMBRIDGE
~
SAVINGS BANK

IL=

USAir SHUTT LEE FLIGHTPASS, REQUIREMENTS: FlightPass certificates valid for travel for youths 22 years of age &younger &/or
for students up to 24 years of age with valid student I.D. card. I.D. required upon check-in. Certificates also applicable for seniors age 65
&older. Books are non-refundable and non-transferable. Travel is valid on USAir Shuttle only, Monday through Friday from 10:00
a.m.. 2:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.- I10:00 p.m. and all day Saturday and Sunday. S479 and $259 FlightPass books must be purchased by
12/31/92. Books are available for purchase at USAir Shuttle ticket counters only. Travel agencies may only issue MCO's for purchase of
Flight Pass books at USAir Shuttle ticket counters. Books are valid for one year from date of purchase. Book price does not include
passenger facility charges of up to S12 depending on location . Prices subject to change without notice.
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Agood solid bank since 1834.
Member MD~wIGMM

Harvard SquareiKeflM Square-Porter Square Shopping Center-Arlington Center-As~ton
HeightseEast Ariinvon Behnont CentereBedford Shopping CenteroBtulingtone (617)8644700
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